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Major Bond Letter

Read report ›

Steven Major, Global Head of Fixed Income Research, addresses 
questions on February’s rise in yields, the increase in bond volatility, 
and the longer-run view.

Generative AI  

Read report ›

Generative AI models, such as ChatGPT, will disrupt many 
industries but also raise important social and ethical 
considerations, says HSBC’s Mark McDonald.

Australia in 2023

Read report ›

Growth in Australia is set to slow in 2023 as high inflation and 
rising interest rates weigh on disposable incomes, falling house 
prices reduce household wealth, and savings are rundown. HSBC’s 
Paul Bloxham says policymakers should focus on growth drivers, 
including Australia’s renewable energy opportunities.
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Listen to podcast ›

Fred Neumann and Herald van der Linde are back in the studio 
discussing why, two months into 2023, inflation and central 
bank action are still major themes across Asian markets and 
economies.

Under the Banyan Tree 
Shouldn’t we be done with inflation by now?
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Listen to podcast ›

In this edition, Mark McDonald investigates the rise of Generative 
AI and an Avatar joins him. Simon Wells looks at what the 
latest economic data says about recession risks in Europe. Ana 
Madeira addresses the rise of fiscal concerns in Brazil.

The Macro Viewpoint
The rise of Avatars, Europe’s hawks and Brazil’s fiscal 
concerns 
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